The use of ion propulsion for deepspace missions is becoming a reality with the flight ne~l year of the ionpropelled New Millennium Deep Space 1 spacecraft. This event is already stimulating the call for improved ion propulsion technologies, a trend which is expected to continue. This paper describes the examination of advanced solar electric propulsion technologies to determine their potential benefits for projected near-and mid-term solar system exploration missions. The advanced technologies include high performance derivatives of the NSTAR technology, quarter-scale NSTAR systems, and direct-drive Hall-effect thruster with anode layer (TAL) systems and are compared to a baseline represented by the ion propulsion system which till fly on DS1. The results of this study indicate that significant benefits can be obtained by the development first of Improved versions of the DS1 ion propulsion system components. In addition, if the projected current trend to smaller planetary spacecraft continues, then the missions flying these small spacecraft will benefit substantially from the development of a scaleddown system approximately l/4* the size of the NSTAR which incorporates advanced technologies in the ion engine and the propellant feed system. The performance of the direct-drive TAL systems, while potentiality the superior to that of all other options did not appear within the constraints of this study to offer sufficient performance gains to offset the development risks.
Introduction
In the summer of 1998 NASA will launch the New Millennium Deep Space 1 (NM DS1 ) spacecraft to flyby the asteroid McAuliffe, Mars, and the comet West-KohoutekIkemura [ 1 ] . Thk spacecraft will mark the fust use of an ion propulsion system to meet the primary propulsion requirements of a solar system exploration mission and will usher in a new era in the application of advanced propulsion for deep space missions.
The ion propulsion system for Deep Space 1 is being developed by the NSTAR (NASA Soku electric propulsion Technology Applications Readiness) pI-ogram [2] and is based on NASA'S 30-cm diameter xenon ion engine [3] . The NSTAR system technology has been shown to be capable of accomplishing many deep space missions of interest [4] . However, this technology was intentionally conservative to maximize the probability of successful implementation It is expected that future missions wdl * S;;penism, Adwanced Propulsion Technology Group, klcmber AIAA benefit from improvement to or derivatives of the NSTAR technology.
In addition, it is expected that the demonstration of Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) on NM DS 1 will stimulate the consideration of more propulsively ditlicult (i.e., higher AV) missions requiring improved SEP systems Indeed, this process has already begun with SEP being baselined on the CirampolJiordDS4 mission, where there are significant mission benefits enabled by an ion engine technology which has a larger total impulse capability than the NM 1)S1 NSTAR engine.
To determine the investment strategy in advanced ion propulsion technology that wil be of the greatest benefit to tilture deep space missions a trades study was initiated. This study w'as part of a larger &adcs study looking at the relative benefits of advanced chemical propulsion, advanced SEP and solar sails. These propulsion options were evaluated according to the needs o!' projected fhture missions including those in the recent solar system exploration pkinning activities [5] This paper describes only the evaluation of SE P technologies for the larger propulsion tl-tides study and includes comstderation of the following tnissicms:
1. [! IIrqM Orbiter -1~. P1uto/ Kuiper Flyby 3. Solar Probe 4. Comet )Umdwvous ( I ~ ditYerent comets are inchdeci) 5. klain belt asteroid rendezvous (Vests and Cerw.) 6. Comet Nucleus Sample Return (Tempel 1 and Tempel 2) 7, hlain belt asteroid sample return (Vests) 8. Jupiter rnultiprobe 9. Mars sample return 10. Neptune orbiter 11, Nlercury orbiter
Advanced SEP Technologies
Four different electric propulsion technology options are considered: 1. NSTAR: Baseline ion propulsion systems based on the SEP components as they will fly on NM DS1, 2. NSTAR-HP: High Performance NSTAR-derivative systems based on the 30-cm diameter engine and characterized by an engine with a higher totat xenon throughput capability. 3. NSTAR-QS: Quarter-scale NST.AR-denvative systems based on a 14-cm diameter ion engine, 4. I) D-TAL: Direct-drive systems based on the use of a high-Isp version of the thruster with anode layer [6, 7] , Baseline 
NSTAR Systems
Ile baseline NSTAR systems assume the use of the NSTAR hardware exactly as it wilt fly on NM DS 1 with the exception that multiple thrusters are allowed. The NSTAR hardware is capable of multiple thruster operation, but onty one thruster wdl fly on NM DS 1. The input power to each power processor unit (PPU) can vary from a maximum of 2.5 kW to a minimum of 0.6 kW, In addition, each thruster can process a maximum of 83 kg of xenon regardless of the throttle level.
An example point design for a baseline NSTAR system is given in Table 1 . In this table the current best estimates (CBE) for the NSTAR hardware are used along with the NSTAR project's estimates of the appropriate associated contingencies. In all of the point designs the SEP systems are assumed to be integrated into the spacecraft The stmcture required to support the SEP system components is assumed to be 7,5°6 of the SEP hardware dry mass and is book-kept elsewhere. In addition, the mass of the power nlarmgement and distribution hardware is assumed to be part of the spacecraft and not part of the SE P system, The solar arrays are assumed to be gimbaled and the mass for this hardware is assutned to be included in the solar array mass estimiites. The engine gimbal hardware mass is based orl tile fclllr-t)ar gimbal mechar~isnl designecl by Haag for the 30-cII1 tluustcr [8] No rntass allocation is mocle fm unusable xenon propelliints since this etTect is expected to be small (the NSTAR NM DS 1 xermn storage and distributiorl system is expected to have only 2 kg of unusable xenon). In adclition, none of the point designs inchicfe xenon propellant contingencies beyond that represented by the conservative assumptions used in the tmjectory analyses as described below.
NSTAR-IIP Systems
lle NSTAR-HP systems represent an extension to the baseline NSTAR technology that is characterized primarity by a significant increase in the engine totat xenon throughput capability,
The NSTAR-HP engines are assumed to be capable of processing 50 to 100°/0 more xenon relative to the baseline NSTAR engines. Therefore, each N T STAR-HP engine can process between 120 and 160 kg of xenon, The near-teml stimulus for this performance enhancement is the Chan)pollionfDS4 mission, but it is expected that many other missions will also benefit from this performance enhancement, In addition, in some cases the hTSTAR-HP systems were assumed to use NSTAR engines with twice the maximum input power and thrust level of the baseline NSTAR engines. In other cases the effect on mission perfomlance of having a high Isp NSTAR engine was examined l'he NSI'AR-HP systems are assumed to use lighter xenon feed systems based on the use of active propellant fIOW Controuers, These feed systems are assumed to be the same as the ones assumed for the NSTAR-QS systems and are described in more detail below.
NSTAR-QS Systems
I%e NSTAR-QS systems are based on a quarter-scale NSTAR-derivative ion engirle and were selected for inclusion in this study on the expectation that spacecraft for deep-space missions would continue to decrease in size and, therefore, a srnalter, lighter SEP system would show a sigrtiticant benefit for ttwse missions relative to the basetine NSTAR systems, Specifically it was expected that a quarterscale SEP system could enable the use of launch vehicles smaller than the Delta 11 7326 for deep-space missions with small spacecraft
The quarter-scale engine is assumecl to be a 1 +cm diameter rilg-cllsp ion engine with a modified magnetic circliit scoled dmm from the 30-cm cliartwter NSTAR engim. Whk this study considered a 1 km dlarneter engine it is bekved that the cncl results are not sensitive to he exact engine size within the range of approximately 12-to 18-cm diameter. Two sets of characteristics for the quarter-scale engine are assumed, one which covers the same Isp range as the baseline NSTAR engine and a second one which is assumed to operate at specific impulses up to 1000 s higher than the n~a.xinmm NSTAR engine Isp of 3300 s, Carbon-carbon electrodes are assumed to be used to enable sufficient engine life at the higher applied voltages necessary to obtain a maximum specific impulse of 4300s for this second case.
The use of carbon composite electrodes and supporting shuchlre for the ion accelerator system also helps recluce the overall mass of the ion engine, An engine mass of 2 kg was assumed with a 30°0 contingency. 'fhis represents a conservative estitnate characteristic of what could be built using conventional NSTAR-like fabrication techniques and is consistent with the masses of 14-cm dia. laboratory model engines built at JPL.
A new approach to ion engine body fiibncation is being developed under an SBIR contmct with Energy Sciences laboratory. Inc [9] . This approach makes use of a tibercore composite structure which is both strong and very Light weight, as Jvell as electrically insulating Ille fiber-core composite consists of two very thin (50 ~nl thick) aluminum face sheets which are flocked with quartz or glass fibers and glued together with the flocked sides facing each other. The resulting composite is a sandwich structure is approximately s mm thick and the resulting microtruss structure created by the flocked fibers has approximately one million nodes per cm 3 . This produces a very strong, lightweight composite, With the use of glass or quartz fibers the aluminum face sheets are electrically isolated ffom each other. If successful, this will allow the inner surface to be at the roughly 1,000-V potential of the ion engine discharge plasma while the outer surface is at spacecmtt ground potential Thus, the composite structure becomes both the engine body and the surrounding plasma screen. This unibody construction is expected to result in at least a factor of two reduction in engine mass, as well as a reduction in the cost of engine fabrication due to a reduced parts count,
The maximum input power to each quarter-scale PPU is assumed to be 770 \V; the dynamic throttle range is assumed to be the same as for the 30-CIN diameter NSTAR engine (4.5 to 1 max to min. input power ratio). The PPU mass is scaled as the scluare root of the power r~tio relative to the NSTAR PPU. This scaled-dmwl PPU is assumed to be internally redundant ~viwre appropriate.
'he qu:irkl'-scak Xcllon prcq)elht ktxt Systenl is based on the LISe of active propel ltint flow controllers, Ihe complete feed system assumes the use of the multi-f hnction v:ilvcs (hIFY') and tile micro gas rheostats (MGR) currently under development by Mamtta Scientific ControIs, Inc. [ 10] , and is expected to provide nearly a factor of three reduction in propellant feed system mass along with a substantial reduction in volume relative to the NSTAR feed system.
The multi-tirnction valves use a poppet actuated by a Terfenol-D magnetostrictive expansion rod and provide positive isolation, a 2:1 throttling capability, and are simple, rugged and have a high sealing force. The llllCrO ~dS rheostat is comprised of micromachined capillary flow passages in a silicon chip contained within a metal housing. It provides a 3:1 throttling capability achieved by heating the chip to control the viscosity of the xenon, The MGR has no moving parts and is very smalt and light weight, An example point design for an NSTAR-QS system is given in Table 2 ,
Direct-Drive TAL Systems
The direct-drive TAL systems are assumed to use highIsp versions of the thruster with anode layer. In each of these systems the thrusters are assumed to be driven directiy off a high voltage solar array. During steady-state operation the TAL requires only a single high voltage input to run (3'wo electromagnet power supplies are also required during steady-state operation, but the mass and power of these supplies are smafl.) Operating the thrusters directly ofl' a high voltage solar array eliminates most of the mass of the power processing unit mass. An unregulated direct-drive PPU has been estimated to have a specific mass of 0.5 kgk~~ or about a factor of ten less than the NSTAR PPU. This direct-drive PPU provides the ability to soft-start and shutdown the thruster, as welF as providing fault protection, A breadboard direct-drive PPU has been fabricated and tested with the D-100 TAL at up to 4,5 k\\', The measured efilciency of this PPU was over 99°/0, Twro different kinds of direct-drive TAL systems are considered in this study, The first assumes the use of T. AI, engines with a maximum input power of 1.1 liW and a total xenon throughput capabihy of 50 kg. Ile second assumes TAL engines with a maximum input power of 2,3 kW and a total xenon throughput capability of 100 kg. Both engine types are assumed to operate with specific impulses in the range of 1700 to 3000s.
'fhe feed systems fc>r the direct-drive TAI, systems are assumed to be based on the satne flow control conlponents described for the NSTAR-QS and NSTAR-HP systems. Ile combination of the relatively lightweight T.ALs with the direct-dnvc PPU and lightweight feed system is expected to result in these systems having the srnallwt dry masses of any c) fthe SFIF> technologies lrlcludcd in this study.
N[issions
To investigate the etl'ect of spacecraft sii'e on the SEP system recluirements and the relative benefits of the different SEP technologies, five diflkrent launch vehicles were included in the study: the Atlas IIAS, the Delta II 7925, the Delta 117326, the Trrurus!Star 37. and the Pegasus XLiStar 21'. AF1 of the launch vehiclelupper stage combinations are assumecl to take the spacecratl ,and SEP system to Earth escape with a smalt hyperbolic excess velocity. The conlbkation of 5 different launch vehjcles, 4 different SEp technologies, and 32 different missions resuFted in the need to generate several hundred SEP system point designs, three of which are showm in Tables 1-3 .
Nlission Analyses
For almost all of the missions considered in this study low-thrust trajectories were computed using SEPTOP [12] by Carl Sauer. SEPTOP currently represents the best lowthrust trajectory calculation tool ava.dable and includes realistic engine throttling characteristics, launch vehicle performance models, models of solar army characteristics versus solar range, and the ability to do multiple gravity assist tmjectones [ 13] . AIF the trajectories considered in this study (except where noted) were performed LE@ ekher the Delta II 7925 or Delta II 7326 launch vehicles, These trajectory results were then scaled to other launch vehicles based on their relative mass delivery capability to the same C3 for each trajectory. The scaling factors were determined by Kakmda [4] and are based on the five missions shown in Table 4 . As indicated in this table the scaling factors are relatively insensitive to C3. This is to be expected provided the specific impulses of the chemical injection stages are similar for the different launch vehicles,
The SEPTOP trajectory calculations include the following derdings: 1. The launch vehicle is demted 8 to 10°0 7 -. The beginning-of-life (BOL) solar anay power is 1.3 times the required end-of-life (EOL) power referenced to 1 AU to account for radiation and micrometeroid aging etYects. This 30°0 solar army degmdation is assumed to take place at the start of the mission (i.e., the enci-of-life solar array powvr is used throughout the mission). 3, End-o f-hfe N STAR thruster pert'cu-mance is assumed for the entire mission The NSTAR thruster is currently being endurance tested and has cornpIcted over 6,500 hours of a planned 8,000-hr test [ 12] , Of the &dJeCtO~ aWZdySeS were performed using the characteristics of the NSTAR engine (more specifically the projected end-of-life NSTAR performance characteristics). This is a result of the fact that JPL has now established a large database of low thrust SEPrOP trajectories to interesting destinations in the solar system based on the use of NSTAR engine-based SEP systems. It was not feasible to run new hajectories for each launch vehicle and SEP technology combination included in the study. Therefore, the behavior of each engine (thrust, Isp, and efhciency) vs. input power was artificially assumed have the same functional form as the NSTAR engine. In addition, the power per initial wet mass was assumed to be the same for each SEP technology for a given hajectory. These assumptions result in the same vehicle accelerations so that each spacecraft follows the same trajectory regardless of the SEP technology on board, In doing this the benefits of advanced SEP systems manifest themselves in terms of reductions of the SEP system dry mass only, which translates into larger delivered net spacecratl masses at the target. It also implies that if an improved SEP technology could provide significant reductions in trip time, this methodology would not reveal that capability.
'Ile relative fictional fomls for the assumecl engine characteristics are given in Fig. 1 for the NSTAR, 1,-scale NS'fAR, and high-IsjJ TAL thrusters, The data m these plots are norrnaltied wnth the rn. aximum values !'or each parameter for each SEP technology These data indicate that tlw I'A1, exhibits a slower clecrease m thrust and a hter clecrease m Isp thiin the two ion engines. 'he eftkiency wuiations of Lill three thmsters are not widely clitlerent. The fact that the curves in Fig. 1 do not all lie on top of each indicates that the analyses herein which assumes that they do will be in error.
This error is appears to be the greatest for the TAL systems.
An added discrepancy for the TAL systems is that if the direct-drive PPU is unregulated, the increasing solar array output voltage with increasing distance from the sun will be passed onto the engine resulting in a higher applied voltage to the thruster. This will cause the engine to produce higher specitic impulses at the same time the input power is decreasing. This is different from the ion engine throttling curves which show the Isp constant at the higher throttle levels before it decreases at the lowest throttle levels. The increasing solar amay output voltage with solar range will make it harcler to operate the T'AL thrusters over the required dynamic power range (assumed to be 4.5 to 1). It is not clear to what extent TAL technology can be developed to meet the requirements assumed hel-ein, but these requirements on the thruster could be relaxed substantially through the use of a "direct-drive" PPU which regulates the output voltage to the engine. This would come at the expense of =an increase in the PPU mass, Iievertheless, direct-drive TAL systems are expected to offer the best overall mission performance, but at the expense of the highest development risk.
Solar Array Characteristics
Two sets of solar array characteristics, m terms of specific mass vs power, were used in the analyses: a conservative set, and an advanced performance set These specitic mass curves are given in Fig. 2 The &ajectory analyses assume that the solar array characteristics with solar range correspond to the APSA array with silicon cells. In addition, the high voltage solar arrays required for the direct-drive TAL systems are assunled to have the same specific masses as the lower voltage arrays. Ilis is an added technology risk for the direct-dlive systems 
Results
The resutts comparing the performance capabilities of the ditlkrent SEP systems are given in the following sections organized by destination,
Europa Orbiter
Europa is one of the moons of Jupiter and is suspected of have a submerged ocean of liquid water. One of the objectives of this mission is to look for evidence of this liquid \vater ocean, The accomplishment of this goat can best be done by orbiting Europa. The use of SEP for this mission would be to deliver the Europa spacecratl and a large chemical propulsion system to the vicinity of Jupiter. The chemical propulsion system is used to perform the Jupiter orbit insertion maneuver and eventuatty deliver the spacecraft into orbit around Europa The baseline, non-SEP mission is examining the LIW of an Atlas IIAR launch vehicle to ddrver a 260 kg spacecraft to Europa wlh a direct trajecto~ in about three years or a Delta II 7!?25 launch vehicle to deliver over 300 kg with a triple Venus gravity assist tmjecto~ in just over six years.
The baseline NSTAR system with a conservative solar army at 7-kM' beginning of hfe (BOL) can deliver between 260 to 290 kg to Europa in 3,5 to 4 years using a Solar electric Venus-Venus Chailty .~iwist (SeVVGA) tmjectory and a I)elta 11 W25 hiunch vehicle. Note, the SE P system actually delivers the Europa spacecratl and a large chemical propulsion module to Jupiter. ~l~e SEP tnoclule is then scparateci from the spacecraft and jettkoned prior to the Jupiter orbit insertion maneuver.
An NSTAR-[ 1P system with all advanced sol;ir may at 7-k\V 1)01, can deliver between 290 aid 315 kg in the sanw time and the same trajectories. };or this mission the propellant loading is such that the added throughput capability of the NS1'AR-EIP system does not help significantly and most of the performance improvement is obtained from the use of the advanced (i.e , lighter) solar array, Given that this mission is a near-term mission, (the trajectories in Fig. 3 assume a 2002 launch) the baseline NS1"AR systetn technology appears to be an attractive option that may enable downloading the spacecratl tlom an Atlas lIAR to a Delta II 7925 (with a launch vehicle cost savings of roughly $50M) with only a slight trip time penalty.
The NSTAR-QS and l) D-TAL systems were not considered for this mission because it was believed that the technology could not be made available to support a possible 2002 launch and also because the near-term NSTAR or NSTAR-HP technologies are well suited to doing this mission
Pluto/Kuiper Flyby
Pluto is the only planet in the solar system which hasn't been visited by a U.S. spacecratl and the Pluto Flyby mission is intended to be a low cost mission to fill this void, Pluto may also be the first or best known Kuiper-belt object so a Pluto Flyby may also be a 
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The baseline NSI'AR system with a conservative solar array at 7-kW BOL can deliver the Pluto spacecraft in approximately 8.5 years using a Delta 11 7925 launch and a SeVVJGA (solar electric Venus-Venus-Jupiter gravity assist) tmjectory. Significantly, this SEP system could deliver WO 135 kg spacecratl to Pluto in about 9 years using the same launch vehicle. The NSTAR-HP system with an advanced solar array at 7-kW' BOL shows better performance than the baseline NSTAR system, but the additional performance is not vely compelling.
The baseline NSTAR system with a conservative solar army appears to be an attractive option for this mission especially if there is sufficient interest in the delivery of two spacecratl to Jupiter.
Like the Europa Orbiter mission the NSTAR-QS and DD-TAL systems were not considered for the Pluto Flyby mission because it was believed that the technology could not be nlade available to support a possible 2002 launch. In addition the near-term NSTAR or NSTAR-HP technologies are well suited to doing this mission,
Solar Probe
The solar probe mission seeks to deliver a spacecraft to within 4 solar radii of the sun at a 90 deg. Inclination. Two classes of trajectories to accomplish this mission w~th SEP have been examined Ilw first is a solar electric vermsVenus-Jupiter gmvity assist tmjectory where Jupiter is used to do the inclination change This kdjectory recluires the SEP system to provide a total .\\' ofa little over 5 krn~s. The second trajectory uses nc) g;tivity assists and never goes beyond about 2.5 AU from the sun "l"his trajecto~, hmvcver. reclulrcs a t~~tal .\V tiom the SEP s>steni of about I 5 knls or three ti[lles the SeVV.fc;A trajectory. '1'hc lt(lvanttigc, however. is that the flight tinlc IS only about 3.0 yc:ir> instead ofthc 5.5 years For the SeVV.lGA trajectory, The baseline solar probe lnissicm is investigating a Delta 11 7925 launched chemicatlbat(istic Jupiter gravity assist tmjectory with a flight time of about 3.5 years. Ibis system approach can deliver the 150kgsolar probe spacecr~ft Ile SeVVJGA SEP approach can deliver much more mass (about a factor of three) from the Delta 11 7925 assuming a baseline NSTAR system, but at the expense of a 2 year longer flight time. Alternatively, a baseline NSTAR system could detiver the solar probe spacecraft in 5,5 years from the less expensive Delta II 7326 launch vehicle.
The non-grmity assist trajectory for this mission was identified in the 1970's, At that time, this trajectory made very optimistic assumptions regarding the mass of the SEP system components including the solar army, In addition, this study considered the delivery of very a large spacecratl (of order 1000 kg net spacecraft mass) with an initial wet mass of 5560 kg. in the 1990's version of this mission, the required mass to be detivered is 150 kg instead of 1000 kg and the initial wet mass is determined by the capability of the Delta 117925 which can inject approximately 900 kg to the same C3 used in the 1970 study to start the SEP trajectory (10.5 km2/s2). Seating the required power for the SEP system by the ratio of initial wet masses (900/5560) reduces the SEP system power requirement from 50 kW to a much more manageable 8.1 kW.
Ilre other interesting thing that has happened in the last 25 years is that solar array technology has improved to the point where the very optimistic solar array assumptions used back then are now very reasonable. Ile end result is that the use of SEP for solar probe flying the high AV trajectory looks promising, However, the high AV requirement for this trajectory means that a higher Isp from the ion propulsion system woutd be desirable, Indeed, the 1970's study assumed a maximum Isp for the ion engines of 4300 s, nearly 1,000 s greater than the current NSTAR design Fortunately, for ion propulsion it is relatively easy to increase the specific impulse even by an amount as large as 1,000 s. To do so, however, requires redesigning the PPU (to output a higher voltges) and a re-evahlation of the e[gine grid life due to the higher applied voltages An estimate of the net spacecraft mass delivery capability to 4 solar radii for the high 4,V SEP trajectory is given in Fig. 5 for three cases: a high Isp (4300 s) version of the NS'I'AR engine with the conservative solar, a high Isp N SI'AR engine with an advanced solar army; ancl a high Isp NST.AR-QS system with an advanced solar array. ' [M chart indicates that the NST.AR-QS system can deliver appro.xirnately 80 kg more than the current chemicaUballistic l~~ission using the same ltunch vehicle. Cur-rent planning has the solar probe mission flying sometime in the year 2006 gi~'ing plenty oftirne to develop the NSTAR-QS system. It should be noted that the earlier SEP trajectory calculations are not as accurate those that could be obtained using SE PTOP, Tlerefore, the high ilV kajectory needs to be re-nm using SEPTOP before the evacuation of using SEP for solar probe can move ahead.
Comet Rendezvous
The solar system is awash in comets, To visit many clifferent comets recluires a propulsion system Jvhich could deliver a small science spacecl-atl to a comet from a small, inexpensive launch vehicle, ('comparison of performance, in terms of the net spacecratl mass delivered, is given in Fig, 6 for the baseline NSTAR, NSTAR-QS, ancl DD-TAL systems. Ihese data were obtained assuming a Taurus XL/Star 37 launch vehicle ancl an advanced solar array with a 130L power level of 1.8 kW and show that the NSTAR-QS systems codd clelivcr a -'IO kg sclcncecraf( to nlarly different comets.
The significant advantage of the NSTAR-QS systetn relative to the basehnc NST.-\R systenl N Iwgel! -lust a result of the larger physical size of the N STAR hard\vare md its abitity to process rnorc power (ban is required for these missions perfonlled using tlw '[ 'il(lrllS launch vetucle. The NSTAR systems appear to provide reasonable perfomlance relative to the clther SE P technologies for the Delta 11 7326 and larger launch vehicles. The flight times for these comet rendezvous range tiorn 2,0 to 3.7 years.
The DD-T.A1, systems are shown to offer better performance than the NSTAR-QS systems, but not sutlciently better to warrant the investment in the DD-TAL technology for these missions. Finally, packaging the 18-kW solar armys along with the SEP system and the spacecm!l into the Taurus XL/Star 37 shroud is a major issue which was not addressed in this study.
Comet N'ucleus Sample Return
Ile first comet sample rehmn mission will be Champollioru'New Millennium DS 4 which will demonstrate the technologies required to perform a comet sample returr. Solar electric propulsion is enabhng for this mission which wilt use the SEP system for both getting to and departing from the comet. There is a sigrtilicant benefit to this mission obtained by using higher throughput ion engirws. The nearterm reality of this mission is the prirnm-y driver behind the need to develop the NSTAR-1 I P technology.
Niain belt asteroid rendez~ous
'fl~e solar system is also loaded with nliiin belt astcloids. I ,ikc cornets, to visit a lot of them reclrrires inexpensive delivery of rn;iny small spacecmtl to cilflerent asteroids. SEP mission per forrnances are compared in Fig. 7 for Vests and Ceres rendezvous missions using a Taurus XL/Star 37 launch and a 2.()-WV advanced solar array. 31w flight time to \'esta is 2.5 years and 3 years to Ceres. Ile Ceres trajectory also includes a Mars gravity assist.
These data show a significant benefit for the NSTAR-QS systems relative to the baseline NSTAR systems. This, again is simply a result of the larger physicat size and mass of the NSTAR hardware, The NSTAR systems show good erformance for launch vehicles the size of the Delta 117326
.
or larger.
The DD-TAL performance, but again the appear sufficient compelling risk.
systems exhibit the best performance gain does not to wmant the development Main belt asteroid sample return SEP system performance is compared for a sample return mission to the main belt asteroid Vesta in Fig. 8 for a Delta 117326 and 4.5 kW of power from an advanced solar army. The figure of merit here is the net spacecrat? mass at Earth return. The net spacecraft mass refers to everything that is not SEP (the solar array is assumed to be part of the SEP systenl). This tmjectory assumes that the SEP system is used for both the outbound and return legs of the mission. lle total flight time is 5 years. Significantly higher net spacecratl masses at Earth arrival could be achieve by going up to the next size in launch vehicle to the Delta II 7925 and increasing the 130L solar array power to 8.8 kW.
Jupiter multiprobe
The Jupiter rnulitprobe mission seeks to distribute multiple probes into Jupiter's atmosphere. If an SEP system is used for this mission the performance and SEP technology benefits will be similar to those for the Europa orbiter mission. That is, this mission could be accomplished well using the baseline NSTAR hardware. The advanced SE P technologies considered here are not si~ficantly beneficial for this mission as showm in Fig. 9 for a Delta 11~~~ latlllch vehicle md a BOL advanced solar array of 6.5 k\\' ~le SE P tlight time for this mission is 3.5 years for sL3\'vG.4 trajectories.
[[ranus Orbiter
A Delta 117326 launch and a BOL solar army of 4,5 kW results in the SEP mission performance given in Fig. 10 for solar electric Earth-Earth gravity assist ~dJ~CtOIkS. me significantly longer fhght tmws to Uranus comptared to Pluto are the result of the Jupiter grt~ttity assist for the Pluto triljCCtOIieS. Ille net spacecraft mass, in this case refers tO the mass delivered by t he SE P system (not including the Neptune Orbiter SE P missions to Nel)t une ~vould fly the same SeVVJGA trajectories that are used fm the Pluto missions, and since Nephme is a approximately the same distance from the sun as Pluto the trip times should be comparable. To get into Neptune orbit w'ill require a combination of aeroassist technologies and chemical propulsion. Shorter flight times to Neptune may be possible using the high power concept described by Noca [15] in which a small spacecratl is propelled by a high power SEP system.
Mercury Orbiter
Mercury orbiter mission performance is given in Fig. 11 for a solar electric Venus grwity assist (SeVGA) trajectory using a Delta 117326 launch vehicle and a BOL power of 1.7 kW, Ile NSTAR-QS system shows about a factor of two better performance than the baseline NSTAR system. I Iowever, an NSTAR-denvatifre system which uses the 30- cm diameter sized thruster, but redesigm the PPU to process a tixed input pc)wer of 1.7 kW instead of 2 5 kW results in a significant improvement m mission performance. A fixed input power is feasible for inbound kdJL?CkJri~S where the solar array power increases chu-ing the mission. In this case the NSTAR thruster would always be running at an power of 1.7 kW input to the PPU. This throttled operation should facilitate keeping the ion engines cool on the inbound &ajectory and is probably the preferred approach
Future Advancements
The fuhue for electric propulsion is likely to be characterized by larger, lighter, less expensive solar arrays. Improving solar array technology will enable new missionhajectory approaches. For example the use of high performance, high power SEP systems on small spacecratl will enable the use of SEP to start deeper in the Earth's Wavity well. This will significantly extend the payload capabilities of small launch vehicles. A good candidate for the high performance SEP systems required for this are the DD-TAL systems described in this paper. Noca [18] has shown that such DD-TAL systems can provide very rapid transportation of small spacecraft (or order 50 kg) to the main asteroid belt and to short period comets.
Conclusions
The following conclusions and recommendations are made based on this propulsion trades study, NASA should invest in the development of the high performance NSTAR-HP technology first as required by the Chan~pollionfDS4 mission. This will provide benefits to other deep-space missions of interest, especially if spacecraft masses don't decrease significantly in the fist decade of the next century Simultaneously, NASA should invest in the development of the quarter-scale NSTAR-QS technology with engines capable of operating at 1000 s higher Isp than the NSTAR engines. This wdl meet the anticipated needs of f~lture small spacecraft and enable higher AIJ missions (> 15 km/s). Also, the use of multiple smaller engines facihtates opemting engines pairs to provide spacecraft role control and reducing gimbal requirements.
If the trencl toward smaller spacecratl continues in the future and ifit is desiable to launch these smaller spacecraft from launch vehicles smaller than the Delta 11 7925, then there is a significant payoff frotn the development of a scaled-down N STAR-derivative technology. ThiS study c~rlsidered a 1,~-scale NST.-lR system, but the results are expected to be relatively insensitive to the exact scale-dowm Factor. hlme ditlicult rnissicms contemplated for the fhture such as comet and asteroid sample returns, solar probe, and the multiple nmin belt aster'oid rendenous, reciuire the development of NS'1'.AR-dc~ivativc cngints which have a greater totid inlpulse and tugh spccitic rnlpulw Direct-clnve TAI, systems offer the potenhal for the best performance (and also the highest development risk), but the performance gains over the nearer-term NSTAR-derivative systems are probably not compelling enough to warrant the required investment to develop this technology. However, a unique role for high-performance direct-drive TAL systems may be in enabling very shorl trip time missions to be performed from Pegasus XL-class launch vehicles where the SEP system use escape. The use manner may be exploration,
The author begins at I, EC) rather than at?er Earth of SEP for planetary missions in this the next major advance
